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“How to Live in the ‘In Between Time’ ” 
 

The King and queen mother, the court officials and government leaders, the priests and prophets,  

 the craftsmen and smiths, and almost everyone else  

  had been captured and taken from their homes and homeland to the foreign city of Babylon.  [vss. 1-2]  

 These people to whom Jeremiah wrote this letter had lost everything:   

  their loved ones, their homes, their beloved city Jerusalem, their language, their culture,  

   and all the familiar ways they were used to worshipping around a temple that was no longer there.  

  The words of Psalm 137, verse 4, rang incessantly through their minds, 

   “How shall we sing the Lord’s song in a strange land?” 

   How can we go on when we have lost so much? 

 It was to this traumatized community that Jeremiah wrote, offering both realism and hope. 
 

His letter is a good news, bad news sort of thing. 

 And since I think we’d prefer ending with the good news, let’s look at the bad news first.   
 

Here’s the situation.   

 It was the year 587 BCE and the kingdom of Babylon had conquered the kingdom of Judah  

  and taken most of the people into forced detention in Babylonia.  

 There were at the time many prophets who were telling the people what they wanted to hear –  

  that their current situation was only temporary and would be over within a year or two.   

 Jeremiah, on the other hand, was charged by God to tell them just the opposite: 

  
8 

Thus says the LORD of hosts, the God of Israel:  

   Do not let the prophets and the diviners who are among you deceive you,  

    and do not listen to the dreams that they dream,
  

     9 
for it is a lie that they are prophesying to you in my name;  

      I did not send them, says the LORD.   
  10 

For thus says the LORD:  Only when Babylon’s seventy years are completed will I visit you,  

   and … fulfill to you my promise and bring you back to this place.  

   Jeremiah told them it was going to be 70 years before God delivered them. 

   70 years most definitely meant all of their lives, and probably also the next generation.  

  As it turned out, it wasn’t70 years, but it was 48. 
 

We, too, live in a kind of exile. 

 We haven’t moved to a foreign place,  

  and yet over the years, the place around us has become, in many ways, foreign to us. 

 If you are old enough, think back 20 or 30 or 40 or 50 years to what Salem was like. 

  Over the span of those years loved ones have died or moved away,  

   Bridgeport has declined, people have moved to surrounding towns,  

    culture has changed in a multitude of ways, church life is vastly different, 

     and many of the familiar ways we used to do things no longer seem to work. 

 While we may not be quite as traumatized as true refugees,  

  we, too, experience despair and grief over loss.    

 We are unhappy in this new and foreign place in which we find ourselves  

  and we long for someone to tell us that soon, very soon,  

   things will turn around and go back to the way they were. 

  You long for me to tell you that; and I long for the bishop to tell me that.   

  But instead, we hear God’s voice in the words of the prophet Jeremiah telling us  

    that, while God has not forgotten about us, it’s going to be a long time before God delivers us.  

   In fact, it may not happen in our lifetimes.   



Well, that’s the bad news.  But there is good news. 

 Even though we’re going to be stuck in this uncomfortable, strange and foreign place, God is still with us. 
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For surely I know the plans I have for you, says the LORD,  

   plans for your welfare and not for harm, to give you a future with hope…. 

  God is still calling us into God’s plans and work.  

  God is still looking out for us, protecting us, and giving us hope for the future. 

 God makes us a promise, even though we are still in exile: 
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When you call upon me and come and pray to me, I will hear you.  

  
13 

When you search for me, you will find me…. 

 So, even in this strange new place where God might not be where we are used to looking, God is here, 

  and if we keep on looking, we will eventually see for ourselves. 
 

So the first piece of good news is that God is still here. 

The second piece of good news is God’s advice as to how we should live in this strange time  

  between what was and what will be.     

 God advises 3 things: 

  First,   
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Build houses and live in them; plant gardens and eat what they produce.   

   
6a

Take wives & have sons & daughters; take wives for your sons & give your daughters in marriage,  

    that they may bear sons and daughters;  

   Don’t spend your time lamenting that the past is gone or that the future has not yet arrived. 

   Go on and make the most of your life right now.   

   
6b 

multiply there, and do not decrease.   

   Do whatever it takes to increase your numbers.   

  Second,    
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… seek the welfare of the city where I have sent you into exile, and pray to the LORD on its behalf,  

    for in its welfare you will find your welfare.  

   In other words seek to make this time and place the best that it can be, 

    because only by seeking the best for this congregation, will you find what you need. 

   Anything you do to bring harm, will come back to harm you;  

    anything you do to help, will come back to help you, and to help you ten-fold.    

  And third,    
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I will … restore your fortunes and gather you  

    from all the nations and all the places where I have driven you,  

     and I will bring you back to the place from which I sent you into exile      

  In other words, if we do our part – 

   if we don’t spend our time lamenting the past or worrying about the future, 

   if we make the most of what we have, 

   if we do whatever it takes to increase our numbers, 

   if we seek the good of the community as a whole above our own, 

    then God will keep God’s promise:   

     to bring our children and grandchildren out of exile back home. 
 

The bad news is that we are the generations that are stuck in a time and place not always of our liking, 

 but the good news is that it’s all part of God’s plan. 

God is with us and has told us how to live –  

 with thanksgiving for the things we love and with tolerance for the things we don’t, 

 with joy in the present rather than grief over the past or worry over the future, 

 with persistence to carry on our mission even in a new and foreign land, 

 and with faith in God’s presence now and hope in God’s promised future. 

As much as we would love to do it, we can’t go back, and we can’t skip ahead.   

 Like it or not, we live in the present.   

 May God give us the faith and hope and love we need for this in-between time.  Amen 


